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Abstract 

We conducted a series of meta-analytic tests on experiments in which participants read 

perspective-taking instructions—i.e., written instructions to imagine a distressed persons’ point 

of view (“imagine-self” and “imagine-other” instructions), or to inhibit such actions (“remain-

objective” instructions)—and later reported how much empathic concern they experienced after 

learning about the distressed person. If people spontaneously empathize with others, then 

participants who receive remain-objective instructions should report less empathic concern than 

do participants who do not receive instructions; if people can deliberately increase how much 

empathic concern they experience, then imagine-self and imagine-other instructions should 

increase empathic concern relative to not receiving any instructions. Random-effects models 

revealed that medium-sized differences between imagine and remain-objective instructions were 

driven by remain-objective instructions. The results were robust to most corrections for bias. 

Publication status, in-group status, and the medium by which participants learned about the 

perspective-taking target did not emerge as robust moderators.  
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Introduction 

 Perspective taking, the act of imagining the thoughts and feelings of others, is a common 

precursor to prosocial behavior (Batson, 2011). Researchers have also found that perspective 

taking causes empathic concern (i.e., an other-oriented response to perceived suffering that is 

synonymous with compassion and sympathy), an emotion that reflects altruistic motivation (i.e., 

a non-instrumental desire to improve the welfare of another person). But do people as a matter of 

course experience empathic concern for needy others they observe?  

Research testing whether intuitive or deliberate cognitive processes cause helping 

behavior suggests that people instinctively look after the welfare of others (Zaki & Mitchell, 

2013). However, most research investigating the automaticity of helping intentions observes 

whether people fairly share windfall monetary endowments with anonymous interaction partners 

who have no demonstrable need (Rand, 2016). Moreover, the most likely explanation for 

intuitive fairness is that people have internalized a self-interested desire to maintain a reputation 

as cooperative (McAuliffe, Forster, Pedersen, & McCullough, 2018). People who instinctively 

behave fairly toward others out of self-interest may not instinctively help needy others for 

altruistic reasons. Indeed, much research on observer’s reactions to needy others suggests that 

people avoid empathic concern by default, at least when helping requires a considerable sacrifice 

(Cameron & Payne, 2011; Zaki, 2014). This tendency might explain why numerous tragedies—

especially those involving large numbers of people occurring far away—routinely fail to sustain 

bystanders’ emotional attention (Loewenstein & Small, 2007; Slovic, Västfjäll, Erlandsson, & 

Gregory, 2017).  

On the other hand, empathizing may come more naturally in situations where the 

perceived costs of helping do not overwhelm how much observers value victims. For example, 
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the experiments that established the relationship between empathic concern and altruistic 

motivation typically had participants learn about just one victim who is a fellow in-group 

member (Batson, 2011). One pair of experiments found that participants reported the same other-

oriented thoughts and feelings upon deliberately trying to take the perspective of a single victim 

as when they just responded naturally. Thoughts that distracted from focusing on a victim’s 

needs, such as thinking about her appearance rather than her plight, did not occur naturally. 

Rather, they were only common when participants deliberately attempted to not consider how the 

victim felt about her plight (Davis, Soderlund, Cole, Gadol, Kute, Myers, & Weihing, 2004). 

Notably, participants who tried to emotionally distance themselves from the victim still reported 

strong other-oriented emotions, suggesting that they found it difficult to respond with apathy.   

Even if people sometimes do spontaneously empathize with victims, it is nevertheless 

possible that they have untapped potential for how much empathic concern they could 

experience. For instance, multiple research groups have found that compassion training—which 

involves deliberately cultivating concern for others—increases helping of distressed groups 

relative to control trainings (Leiberg, Klimecki, & Singer, 2011; Weng et al., 2013). Given that 

neither research group recruited participants who were particularly low in trait empathic concern, 

the efficacy of compassion training implies that normally empathic people could, with effort, 

experience more empathic concern than they do by default.  

 

 

Present study  

Here, we present a series of meta-analyses designed to address three questions: (1) Do 

people spontaneously empathize with those in distress? If so, then (2) could they experience even 
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more empathic concern if they deliberately engaged in perspective taking? Finally, (3) does the 

identity of the victim or the medium by which participants learn about the victim’s need affect 

the extent to which people spontaneously empathize or successfully increase empathic concern 

via deliberate effort? Although our interests are in the causal antecedents of empathic concern, 

we drew on experiments that focused on the causal consequences of perspective taking to answer 

all three of our questions. Specifically, beginning with Stotland (1969) and popularized by Toi 

and Batson (1982), researchers have frequently used so-called perspective-taking instructions to 

manipulate empathic concern toward a person in need or distress. Most often, participants 

assigned to a “high empathy” condition receive “imagine-other” instructions that ask them to 

imagine the thoughts and feelings of the distressed person. Although the exact instructions vary, 

the text from Batson, Early, and Salvarini (1997) is typical: 

While you are listening to the broadcast, try to imagine how the person being interviewed 

feels about what has happened and how it was affected his or her life. Try not to concern 

yourself with attending to all of the information presented. Just concentrate on trying to 

imagine how the person interviewed in the broadcast feels [emphasis in original].  

 

In some experiments participants in the high-empathy condition instead receive “imagine-self” 

instructions that ask them to imagine how they themselves would feel were they experiencing the 

situation of the distressed person: 

While you are listening to the broadcast, try to imagine how you yourself would feel if 

you were experiencing what has happened to the person being interviewed and how this 

experience would affect your life. Try not to concern yourself with attending to all of the 

information presented. Just concentrate on trying to imagine how the person interviewed 

in the broadcast feels [Batson et al., 1997; emphasis in original].  

 

Researchers then measure empathic concern (typically via self-report) to check that the 

manipulation had the intended effect. Batson et al. (1997) found that both imagine-self and 
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imagine-other instructions increase empathic concern relative to “remain-objective” instructions, 

which ask participants to actively refrain from considering the distress person’s feelings:  

While you are listening to this broadcast, try to be as objective as possible about what 

has happened to the person interviewed and how it has affected his or her life. To remain 

objective, do not let yourself get caught up in imagining what this person has been 

through and how he or she feels as a result. Just try to remain objective and detached 

[Batson et al., 1997; emphasis in original]. 

 

Experiments that compare the effects of imagine instructions to remain-objective 

instructions speak to the reliability of perspective-taking instructions as a manipulation of 

empathic concern, which is important knowledge for researchers who would like to manipulate 

empathic concern in their own research. However, the comparison between imagine-other or 

imagine-self instructions and remain-objective instructions is of less theoretical import because 

all three instructions all ask participants to deliberately engage in or inhibit perspective taking. 

Consequently, comparisons among these types of instructions do not reveal whether (a) imagine-

other and imagine-self instructions upregulate default levels of empathic concern, (b) remain-

objective instructions downregulate default levels of empathic concern, or (c) both. Assessing 

whether imagine-self and imagine-other instructions increase default levels of empathic concern 

is necessary for addressing whether people can deliberately upregulate empathic concern. 

Similarly, investigating whether remain-objective instructions decrease default levels of 

empathic concern would indicate whether people spontaneously empathize with others or remain 

detached (Batson, Eklund, Chermok, Hoyt, & Ortiz, 2007). Fortunately, some experiments have 

included a control in which some participants receive either no instructions, instructions merely 

to behave as they normally would, or instructions that are irrelevant to perspective taking.  

A recent preregistered experiment, for example, found that participants who received no 

instructions (n = 166) reported experiencing high levels of empathy (M = 5.67, SD =1.07, on a 
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scale of 1 which meant “not at all” to 7 which meant “extremely”), which provides some 

evidence that they were spontaneously empathizing with the victim they were observing 

(McAuliffe, Forster, Philippe & McCullough, 2018). Indeed, none of the articles included in the 

present meta-analysis found that participants on average experienced no empathic concern (even 

among participants in the remain-objective condition). However, Blanton and Jaccard (2006) 

warn that positive scores on measures with arbitrary metrics do not necessarily reflect the 

presence of the construct in question. To clarify whether positive levels of empathic concern 

reported in control conditions are meaningful, we focused on whether participants who read 

remain-objective instructions reported less empathic concern. Whether participants in the 

remain-objective condition still experience some empathic concern is beyond the scope of the 

present study. 

Moderators 

Although many experiments have found that perspective-taking instructions create 

significant condition differences in empathic concern, assessing the reliability of perspective-

taking instructions’ effects is important in light of replicability issues in social psychology (Open 

Science Framework, 2015). The present literature is certainly not above suspicion, as many 

experiments that have used perspective-taking instructions have had modest sample sizes (e.g., 

see the experiments cited in Batson, 2011). Studies with small samples are prone to false 

positives (Loken & Gelman, 2017), and can create the illusion of robust effects if researchers and 

journal editors suppress the publication of null effects (Ioannidis, 2005). Thus, we attempted to 

uncover as many relevant unpublished experiments as possible, and included publication status 

as a possible moderator of perspective-taking instructions’ effects on empathic concern.   
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A second moderator of interest is the in-group status of the perspective-taking target. 

Experiments have found that people experience more empathic concern on behalf on in-group 

members than out-group members (Stürmer, Snyder, Kropp, & Siem, 2006). In fact, the plight of 

an out-group member is more likely to elicit schadenfreude than empathic concern, if the out-

group is perceived as in competition with the observer’s in-group (Cikara, Bruneau, & Saxe, 

2011). Thus, it is possible that imagine-self and imagine-other instructions are more effective 

when applied to out-group targets, while remain-objective instructions are more effective when 

applied to in-group targets.    

The third moderator we focus on here is the medium by which participants learned about 

the perspective-taking target’s plight. The socioemotional capacities underlying empathy evolved 

in an ancestral environment that was characterized by face-to-face interactions and long predated 

the invention of writing and recording devices (Goetz, Keltner, & Simon-Thomas, 2010). Thus, 

it is no surprise that empathic responses are sensitive to features of the victim that are most 

apparent in person, such as facial expressions that indicate fear and vocalizations that reflect 

distress (Hoffman, 2000; Marsh, 2019). It is plausible, then, that natural empathic responses are 

muted when merely reading about another person’s plight, since facial and auditory cues of 

distress are absent. Hearing an audio recording of a victim provides auditory cues to which the 

cognitive systems underlying empathic concern may be sensitive, but lack the visual features that 

may heighten emotional impact. Based on this reasoning, one may hypothesize imagine-other 

and instruction-self instructions are particularly effective in boosting a muted empathic response 

to reading about a victim, where remain-objective instructions are particularly effective in 

dampening a strong empathic response to seeing or hearing a person in distress.  
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Method 

Inclusion Criteria 

 We included results from all experiments that used two or more types of instructions to 

manipulate empathic concern, measured empathic concern toward the perspective-taking target, 

and used a perspective-taking target that was presented as real (for example, we included 

reactions to documentaries, but not to films that presented fictitious events) and in distress or 

need. We excluded three experiments in which the perspective taking instructions pertained to 

the environment, as we were interested in empathic reactions to human victims. We also 

excluded experiments that used hypothetic vignettes (e.g., Takaku, 2001), as people often cannot 

accurately predict how they feel after experiencing an event that has not yet occurred (Wilson & 

Gilbert, 2005), especially when the event involves observing a victim’s plight (Karmali, 

Kawakami, & Page-Gould, 2018; Pedersen, McAuliffe, & McCullough, 2018). We examined 

only studies that used imagine-other, imagine-self, remain-objective, or no-instructions (or 

instructions to behave normally) control conditions. We acknowledge that explicit instructions 

are not the only ways to modulate perspective taking (for instance one might have participants 

write a story about a person in a photograph from either a first-person or third-person 

perspective; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000), but here we are interested in how attempts to 

upregulate or downregulate perspective taking relative to baseline influence empathic concern. 

Finally, many of the experiments included independent variables other than perspective-taking 

instructions. However, we recorded only the effect sizes of the main effects of the perspective-

taking instructions. 

For three reasons, we also decided to focus exclusively on papers that assessed empathic 

concern via self-report. First, self-report was by far the most popular method for assessing 
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empathic concern among potentially relevant articles we examined. Physiological, fMRI, and 

facial measures were much less common. Second, self-report measures of currently felt emotions 

measures often have a strong link to behavior, whereas other measurement methods have less 

consistent associations with behavior (Mauss, Levenson, McCarter, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2005). 

Third, self-reports can more easily measure specific emotions, whereas other measurement 

methods typically tap only global aspects of affect, such as valence and arousal (Mauss & 

Robinson, 2009). Precise differentiation is crucial here because emotions that appear similar to 

empathic concern have different motivational consequences—for instance, empathic distress 

generates a selfish desire to avoid further negative affect, which can be accomplished by either 

avoiding the distressed target or relieving her distress (Batson, Fultz, & Schoenrade, 1987; 

FeldmanHall, Dalgleish, Evans, & Mobbs, 2015). Because we are interested in whether people 

naturally take an interest in the welfare of victims, whether people spontaneously experience 

empathic distress is beyond the scope of the current study.  

Most of the self-report measures in the present meta-analysis involved participants 

reporting how much they felt emotions such as compassionate, tender, and sympathetic on rating 

scales (e.g., Batson et al., 1997). These emotion adjectives were typically mixed in among 

distractor adjectives and were averaged or factored to create an overall empathy score for each 

participant. Multiple research groups have found that such empathy scores are highly reliable and 

are psychometrically distinct from indices of distress and sadness (Batson et al. 1987; Fultz, 

Schaller, and Cialdini, 1988).  

Data Collection 

 The search for articles began on May 24, 2015 and concluded on September 19, 2017. 

We completed an update of our dataset on February 6, 2019. We used several methods to collect 
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all relevant published and unpublished experiments. First, we searched PsycINFO, Google 

Scholar, and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses: Social Sciences databases using the keywords 

“empath*,” “perspective*,” “observ*” (perspective-taking instructions are sometimes called 

“observational sets”), “sympath*”, “compassion*,” and “altruis*” (many of the relevant articles 

are about altruism). There were no restrictions on when or where the study was conducted, save 

that we were able to evaluate only those abstracts written in English (although in one case a 

researcher reached out to us with the results from an experiment he had published in Italian). 

There were also no restrictions on the population studied, other than that we only examined 

studies that used adult samples. However, it turned out that all of the studies used sub-clinical 

populations (usually college students), and most studies were conducted in North America or 

Western Europe. Each abstract was reviewed for potential relevance, and the paper was read if 

there was no definitive information in the abstract about whether the article reported any 

experiments that fit the inclusion criteria.  

 We also searched through the online versions of every conference program of the Society 

for Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP) from 2003 (the first one available online) to 2019. 

We identified potentially relevant abstracts by sequentially entering each of the keywords above 

(minus the asterisk) into the search function. The authors of the abstract were then contacted to 

confirm that the study was relevant and to request the necessary data to code the effect sizes. 

 Last, we made requests for unpublished experiments using two methods. We posted on 

the SPSP listserv three times, describing the inclusion criteria for the meta-analysis and 

providing our contact information for those who had conducted relevant studies. We also e-

mailed several authors directly that we knew had used perspective-taking instructions before. We 

asked them if they had any relevant unpublished experiments, and also asked them if they had 
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any colleagues who may have relevant unpublished studies. Named colleagues were contacted 

with the same request. 

Overall, we identified 177 effect sizes from 85 papers that met the inclusion criteria and 

were coded. We initially deemed an additional 39 effect sizes as relevant, but determined upon 

closer inspection that they did not meet all criteria. There were also two relevant projects that we 

were aware of but could not access (Balliet & Gold, 2005; Veerbeek, 2005). Similarly, we were 

not able to obtain the information to code three experiments to which we did have access 

(Rumble, Van Lange, & Parks, 2010; Sun, Li, Lou, & Lv, (2011; Stotland, 1969). Last, because 

we found only three studies that compared imagine-self instructions to a no-instructions control 

condition, we did not conduct a meta-analysis for this comparison. See Table 1 for the magnitude 

and variance of each effect size. 

Table 1. Characteristics of Experiments Included in Meta-Analysis 

Comparison Author(s) Exp Year Pub g v n1 n2 

Imagine Other vs. Remain Objective         

 ToiB 1 1982 2 0.55 0.05 42 41 

 BatsonA 1 2001 2 1.16 0.11 20 20 

 BatsonA 1 1999 2 1.07 0.07 30 30 

 BatsonA 2 1999 2 1.21 0.06 40 40 

 BatsonB 3 1989 2 1.12 0.08 30 30 

 BatsonB 1 1991 2 1.51 0.07 36 36 

 BatsonB 2 1991 2 1.04 0.06 36 36 

 BatsonB 3 1991 1 1.27 0.04 54 54 

 BatsonB 1 1995 2 1.04 0.06 40 40 

 BatsonC 1 2002 2 1.56 0.14 18 18 

 FinlayS 0 2000 2 0.00 0.04 53 54 
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 BatsonD 5 1988 2 0.60 0.08 24 24 

 BatsonE 1 1997 2 0.55 0.10 20 20 

 BatsonEW 1 2007 2 0.86 0.05 40 40 

 BatsonK 2 2007 2 1.48 0.20 12 12 

 BatsonK 1 1995 2 1.06 0.11 20 20 

 BatsonK 2 1995 2 0.86 0.07 30 30 

 BatsonM 1 1999 2 2.11 0.15 20 20 

 BatsonP 1 1997 2 1.04 0.05 48 48 

 BatsonP 2 1997 2 1.23 0.10 24 22 

 BatsonP 3 1997 2 0.98 0.07 30 30 

 BatsonS 1 1997 2 0.91 0.11 20 20 

 BatsonS 2 1997 2 1.26 0.08 30 30 

 BatsonW 1 1996 2 1.38 0.08 30 30 

 BatsonW 2 1996 2 0.74 0.14 15 15 

 FultzEW 2 1986 2 1.05 0.14 16 16 

 BatsonT 3 1995 2 1.06 0.11 20 20 

 DovidioA 0 1990 2 0.53 0.02 96 96 

 DovidioT 1 2004 2 0.00 0.09     22        22 

 GrazianoH 3 2007 2 0.21 0.02 123 122 

 ManerL 1 2002 2 0.96 0.03 73 72 

 MashuriH 1 2012 2 0.31 0.02 92 85 

 MyersL 1 2014 2 0.69 0.11 19 19 

 MyersL 2 2014 2 0.69 0.05 39 38 

 Oceja 1 2008 2 1.37 0.08 30 30 

 Oceja 2 2008 2 1.36 0.05 46 46 

 OcejaJ 1 2007 2 0.51 0.16 12 12 

 Pedersen 1 2012 0 0.36 0.04 53 53 

 SchallerC 1 1988 2 0.63 0.05 45 45 
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 SchroederD 1 1988 2 0.65 0.03 60 60 

 SibickyS 1 1995 2 0.69 0.05 42 42 

 StocksL 1 2009 2 1.07 0.09 24 24 

 StocksL 2 2009 2 0.65 0.09 24 24 

 StocksL 2 2011 2 0.99 0.13 16 16 

 Van Lange 1 2008 2 -0.33 0.07 27 27 

 VescioS 1 2003 2 0.50 0.06 32 32 

 VorauerS 1 2009 2 0.83 0.05 47 46 

 OcejaH 1 2014 2 0.99 0.07 32 32 

 OcejaH 2 2014 2 1.54 0.07 36 34 

 OcejaH 3 2014 2 0.79 0.11 20 20 

 López-PérezC 2 2014 2 1.92 0.14 20 20 

 Buswell 2 2005 0 0.65 0.02 104 103 

 Harrell 1 2006 2 0.64 0.02 92 91 

 Jacobs 1 2011 0 0.29 0.02 249 183 

 Mann 1 2010 0 0.63 0.03 62 62 

 Poulin 2 2015 1 0.32 0.02 102 103 

 Poulin 3 2015 1 0.46 0.04 57 56 

 Poulin 4 2015 1 0.64 0.05 44 44 

 OcejaS 2 2017 2 0.51 0.02 106 107 

 AmbronaO 1 2017 2 0.54 0.05 42 41 

 YagiO 0 2015 1 0.17 0.06 31 31 

 LishnerS 0 2015 0 0.13 0.06 36 31 

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.51 0.19 10 10 

 LishnerF 1 2015 1 1.16 0.11 18 36 

 LishnerW 0 2015 0 0.65 0.09 36 18 

 LishnerB 0 2015 0 3.58 0.91 7 4 

 LishnerF 2 2015 0 1.42 0.50 4 4 
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 LishnerM 0 2015 0 0.52 0.03 81 56 

 LishnerD 0 2015 0 0.33 0.06 21 83 

 LishnerC 0 2015 0 0.61 0.11 13 27 

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.55 0.07 26 28 

 LishnerW 0 2015 0 0.84 0.14 15 15 

 Lishner 0 2015 0 0.85 0.11 42 12 

 LishnerM 0 2015 0 0.33 0.06 30 32 

 Betancourt 1 1990 2 0.97 0.03 75 75 

 Betancourt 2 1990 2 0.96 0.08 28 28 

 Davis 1 1983 2 0.50 0.03 84 74 

 CialdiniS 1 1987 2 0.43 0.06 59 22 

 CialdiniS 2 1987 2 0.92 0.12 17 17 

 MironM 1 2017 2 0.87 0.06 35 37 

 MironM 2 2015 1 0.35 0.03 63 61 

 Habashi 2 2008 2 0.19 0.01 170 170 

 OcejaA 2 2010 2 1.11 0.07 32 32 

 Pagotto 1 2010 0 0.61 0.04 53 53 

 Pagotto 2 2010 0 0.86 0.04 61 56 

 Pagotto 3 2010 0 0.44 0.04 59 55 

 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.69 0.01 153 169 

 VociP 0 2009 2 0.64 0.10 20 20 

 HabashiG 2 2016 2 0.14 0.03 77 74 

 McAuliffe 0 2017 1 0.15 0.02 101 108 

 Harmon-JonesV 0 2004 2 0.47 0.06 37 36 

 BekkersO 1 2015 0 0.13 0.02 125 105 

 Faulkner 0 2017 2 0.27 0.02 120 120 

 BuffoneP 0 2017 2 0.21 0.03 64 71 

 Lopez-PerezH 0 2017 2 0.62 0.03 70 70 
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 SmithK 0 1989 2 0.36 0.06 32 32 

 SassenrathP 1 2017 2 0.73 0.07 30 29 

 SassenrathP 2 2017 2 0.49 0.04 59 57 

 CornishG                0          2018    2        0.46           0.02     102      102 

                        WondraM               1          2018    1        0.51           0.03       67        65  

 WondraM               2          2018    1        1.04           0.03       65        65 

 WondraM               3          2018    1        0.35           0.03       71        70 

 PfattheicherS          2a        2019    2        0.59           0.04       53        52 

 PfattheicherS          2b        2019    2        0.49           0.02       85        86 

 PfattheicherS          3a        2019    2        0.37           0.03       66        67 

 PfattheicherS          3b        2019    2        0.49           0.03       64        63 

 PfattheicherS          4        2019    2         0.66            0.03       64        63 

Imagine Other vs. Imagine Self         

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.27 0.08 26 26 

 LishnerW 0 2015 0 0.10 0.13 15 15 

 LishnerF 2 2015 0 0.35 0.35 6 4 

 LishnerF 1 2015 1 0.49 0.09 21 21 

 BatsonE 0 1997 2 -0.36 0.10 20 20 

 López-PérezC 2 2014 2 0.84 0.10 20 20 

 StocksL 2 2011 2 0.33 0.12 16 16 

 MyersL 1 2014 2 -0.19 0.10 19 19 

 MyersL 2 2014 2 -0.06 0.05 39 38 

 FinlayS 1 2000 2 0.00 0.06 36 35 

 LammB 1 2007 2 0.72 0.24 8 8 

 Pagotto 1 2010 0 0.00 0.04 53 60 

 Pagotto 2 2010 0 0.32 0.03 61 62 

 Pagotto 3 2010 0 -0.11 0.03 59 56 

 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.12 0.01 153 169 
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 VociP 0 2009 2 0.66 0.10 20 20 

 BuffoneP 0 2017 2 0.15 0.03 64 67 

 BeussinkH 0 2017 2 0.03 0.02 97 103 

 MinisteroP              1          2018    2        0.05           0.02     82         79    

Imagine Other vs. No Instructions        

 MironM 1 2017 2 0.15 0.06 35 34 

 Mann 1 2010 0 0.15 0.03 62 61 

 DovidioT 1 2004 2 0.00 0.09 22 22 

 HepperH 2 2014 2 0.10 0.04 49 46 

 Pedersen 1 2012 0 -0.12 0.04 53 53 

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.30 0.19 10 9 

 LishnerB 0 2015 0 0.72 0.24 7 9 

 LishnerA 0 2015 1 -0.12 0.02 94 95 

 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.19 0.01 153 166 

 BeussinkH 0 2017 2 0.06 0.02 96 97 

 LeongC 0 2015 2 0.40 0.03 63 63 

 DrweckiM 2 2011 2 0.26 0.07 31 29 

 DrweckiM 3 2011 2 -0.08 0.1       19 21 

 WondraM               1          2018    1        0.17           0.03      67        65  

 WondraM               2          2018    1        0.30           0.03      65        65 

 WondraM               3          2018    1        -0.03          0.03      71        70 

 MinisteroP              1          2018    2        -0.17          0.03      82        75    

 MinisteroP              2          2018    2        -0.27          0.03      54        101    

No Instructions vs. Remain Objective         

 LishnerB 0 2015 0 0.29 0.03 73 71 

 Pedersen 1 2012 0 0.52 0.04 53 53 

 DovidioT 1 2004 2 0.00 0.09 22 22 

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.12 0.19 9 10 
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 Mann 1 2010 0 0.52 0.03 61 62 

 LishnerS 0 2015 0 0.38 0.07 32 29 

 LishnerB 0 2015 0 3.11 0.68 9 4 

 MironM 1 2017 2 0.66 0.06 34 37 

 CameronP 3 2011 2 0.18 0.04 58 54 

 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.51 0.01 166 169 

 WondraM               1          2018    1        0.33           0.03      71        65  

 WondraM               2          2018    1        0.71           0.03      69        65 

 WondraM               3          2018    1        0.40           0.03     73        70 

Imagine-Self  vs. Remain Objective         

 LishnerF 0 2015 1 0.55 0.10 21 21 

 BatsonE 0 1997 2 0.84 0.10 20 20 

 MyersL 1 2014 2 1.65 0.14 19 19 

 MyersL 2 2014 2 0.76 0.06 38 38 

 BladerR 1 2014 2 0.81 0.04 49 49 

 FinlayS 1 2000 2 0.00 0.05 35 35 

 StocksL 2 2011 2 0.65 0.13 16 16 

 López-PérezC 2 2014 2 1.44 0.12 20 20 

 LishnerF 2 2015 0 0.74 0.37 4 6 

 LishnerW 0 2015 0 0.69 0.13 15 15 

 LishnerR 0 2015 0 0.27 0.07 26 28 

 Pagotto 1 2010 0 0.56 0.04 60 53 

 Pagotto 2 2010 0 0.51 0.03 62 56 

 Pagotto 3 2010 2 0.51 0.04 56 55 

 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.55 0.01 169 169 

 VociP 0 2009 2 -0.17 0.10 20 20 

 BuffoneP 0 2017 2 0.06 0.03 67 71 

Imagine Self vs. No instructions         
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 McAuliffeF 0 2017 2 0.06 0.01 169 166 

 BeussinkH 0 2017 2 0.08 0.02 96 103 

 MinisteroP              1          2018    2        -0.21          0.03     75        79    

 

Note. Author names =  the last name of the first author and the first letter of the last name of the 

second author. Exp = the number given to the experiment in the original article (0 = only one 

experiment was conducted in the original article Year =  the year the experiment was published 

or, when that information was unavailable, the year we retrieved the data. Pub =  2 when the 

experiment was published or in press, 1 = under review, in press, or in prep, 0 = not published or 

in prep. g = the adjusted standardized mean difference. v = variance of g. n1 =sample size of first 

condition of comparison. n2 =sample size of second condition of comparison. 

 

Effect Size Coding 

 We coded each effect size as Hedge’s g, which is the bias-corrected standardized mean 

difference between two groups. Effect sizes from experiments that involved deception were all, 

to our knowledge, based on results from participants who were not suspicious of the ruse. We 

calculated g using the sample size, means, and standard deviations of each group when available, 

and used test statistics or p-values when the means and standard deviations were not available 

(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). We contacted authors of manuscripts that did 

not provide sufficient information to code the effect size, which usually happened in cases where 

authors focused on simple effects. There were three cases in which the effect was reported as 

nonsignificant, but the information to calculate an effect size was not reported and the authors no 

longer had access to the original data. We coded these effect sizes as 0. When authors did not 

report the sample sizes of each group, we assumed equal numbers of participants in each group 

for even sample sizes, and placed the remainder in the experimental group for odd sample sizes. 

Some experiments had more than two perspective-taking conditions; we coded an effect size for 

each pair of conditions. For instance, an experiment that contained imagine-other, imagine-self, 
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and remain-objective instructions (but not a no-instructions control condition) would have 

yielded three effect sizes, each of which would appear in a different meta-analytic sample.  

Coding Experiment Attributes 

 We coded the following properties of each study: (a) publication status, (b) the type of 

perspective-taking target, and (c) the medium by which the participant learned about the 

perspective-taking target. Publication status was coded as an ordinal variable (0 = unpublished 

and not currently being prepared for submission, k = 42; 1 = in preparation for submission, k = 

21; 2 = published or in press, k = 117). We collapsed published and in-preparation studies 

together for moderation analyses. The type of perspective-taking target was coded as an ordinal 

variable (0 = Not salient out-group member, k = 130; 1 = Salient out-group member, k = 43; 

information not provided or the effect was coded collapsing across in-group and out-group 

targets (as in Drwecki, Moore, Ward, & Prkachin, 2011, who had white participants learn about 

white and black targets); k = 6. Out-group membership was coded only when authors made it 

explicit that they intended for participants to perceive the perspective-taking target as an out-

group member. Because people regard in-group members as heterogeneous (Mullen & Hu, 

1989), we did not code for out-group membership in cases where the target incidentally had a 

characteristic that differed from the majority of participants (e.g., undergraduates learning about 

a student from a different, non-rival university). We do not know whether participants on 

average encoded incidentally different targets as in-group members or instead did not encode 

their group membership at all. Therefore, we regarded the group membership moderator as 

primarily indicating the absence or presence of a salient out-group member. The medium by 

which participants learned about the target was coded as a nominal variable (0 = written report or 
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description, k = 103; 1 = audio recording, k = 51; 2 = film or photographs, k = 21; information 

not provided (coded as missing), k = 5).  

Reliability  

 We used the compute.es package to code effect sizes (Del Re, 2010). J.B. and A.C.S. 

coded effect sizes collected through 2017 and categorized them according to the pair of 

instructions used. Reliabilities were excellent for effect sizes and sample sizes (ICCg = 0.98, 

ICCN1 = 0.96, ICCN2 = 0.97). However, reliability was poor for effect size variances (ICCv= 

0.26) due to a few large discrepancies (raw exact agreement was 82%, and several disagreements 

were of a trivially small magnitude). W.H.B.M resolved discrepancies after the reliabilities were 

computed. He also recomputed several variances to ensure that there was no systematic coding 

issue that accounted for the low interrater reliability. There was one case in which the coders 

agreed on the effect size and variance, but the values were implausibly large. W.H.B.M. 

corrected these values after determining that the authors of the study had reported the standard 

errors of empathic concern in each condition as standard deviations. J.B. wrote a brief 

description of the perspective-taking target, and the medium by which the participant heard about 

the perspective-taking target. W.H.B.M. coded these descriptions for in-group status and 

communication medium, respectively. W.H.B.M. coded for publication status. W.H.B.M. 

performed all coding duties in the 2019 update.  

Analyses 

 We conducted all analyses using R 3.1.2 (R Development Core Team, 2013). In addition 

to the base package, we used several other packages (see below). The data and syntax to perform 

the analyses can both be found at https://osf.io/5htyg/. 
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 We fit eight meta-analytic models for each of the five comparisons of pairs of 

perspective-taking instructions. First, we fit the random-effects meta-analysis model. This 

method assumes that the individual studies estimate “true” effects drawn from a distribution of 

“true” effects. As such, the random-effects model estimates the mean (µ) of the distribution of 

“true” effects as well as the variance (τ2; also known as between-study heterogeneity). A test 

statistic, Q, represents whether the variability in a sample of effect sizes is greater than what can 

be expected given within-study sampling error, and can therefore be used to calculate a p-value 

for whether between-study heterogeneity is greater than zero. One can explicitly model between-

study heterogeneity as a function of study-level moderators (i.e., a mixed-effects model). In this 

case, the interpretation would be that the true effect measured by a given study is determined by 

some study-level characteristic such as the methodology or the location where data were 

collected. For the mixed-effects model, the test statistic Qe can be used to test whether residual 

heterogeneity exists after including moderators. We focused on the random-effects estimate and 

tested the effects of the moderators regardless of whether Q was statistically significant 

(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009; Higgins & Thompson, 2002). We used 

restricted maximum-likelihood estimation and the metafor package to calculate between-study 

variance (Viechtbauer, 2010). 

We also used several other meta-analytic techniques that methodologists have designed 

to be robust to the influence of artifacts such as publication bias to estimate the true underlying 

effect. There is no consensus regarding which of these methods is best in all situations. To avoid 

making an arbitrary decision about which estimator to rely on, we followed Carter, Schönbrodt, 

Gervais, and Hilgard (2018) by applying each estimator and examining the degree to which our 
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findings changed based on which estimator was used. We implemented these methods as 

described in Carter et al. (2018). 

First, we used the trim-and-fill technique (Duval & Tweedie, 2000). The trim-and-fill 

technique models publication bias as “missing studies” to be imputed. It determines which 

studies are missing by assuming that a funnel plot—a plot of effect sizes against sample sizes (or 

some proxy thereof)—will be symmetric. The procedure first “trims” the studies from the more 

populous side of the plot to find the “true” center of the plot. Then the trimmed effects are put 

back and “missing” effect sizes are imputed to the less populous side of the funnel plot so that it 

mirrors the more populous side. A new effect size is then estimated from this modified dataset.  

Next, we used the Weighted Average of Adequately Powered Studies (WAAP; Stanley, 

Doucouliagos, & Ioannidis, 2017; Ioannidis, Stanley, & Doucouliagos, 2017) method. This 

method involves first fitting an intercept-only weighted-least squares (WLS) regression—where 

weights are the inverse variances of the effect size estimates—to get a meta-analytic estimate of 

the true underlying effect. A second intercept-only WLS regression is then fit to only those 

studies that show post-hoc power of 80% or more to detect the estimate of the true underlying 

effect from the previous step. The logic behind this method is that meta-analyzing only data from 

studies that are adequately powered removes some of the potential influence from processes like 

publication bias because those processes tend to disproportionately affect low-powered studies.  

The third method we applied was the Precision Effect Test (PET; Stanley & 

Doucouliagos, 2014). PET, like WAAP, is a WLS regression model with inverse-variance 

weights; however, for PET, the effect size estimates are regressed on their standard errors. The 

intercept of PET is a meta-analytic estimate of the true underlying effect for which any 

association between effect size and standard error has been statistically controlled. The logic 
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behind this method is that it controls for small-study effects—that is, processes that result in 

smaller samples tending to show larger effects—the most worrisome of which is publication 

bias.  

Next we applied the Precision Effect Estimate with Standard Error (PEESE; Stanley & 

Doucouliagos, 2014). This method is the same as PET, but rather than regressing effect sizes on 

standard errors, it regresses them on variances (i.e., standard error squared). Essentially, this 

change allows for a non-linear version of small-study effects. The fifth method we applied is the 

conditional combination of PET and PEESE: PET-PEESE (Stanley & Doucouliagos, 2014). 

Through a simulation study, Stanley and Doucouliagos (2014) showed that PET should be 

preferred to PEESE when the true underlying effect is zero. However, when the true underlying 

effect is not zero, PEESE is the preferred method. By using the statistical significance of the PET 

estimate (with a one-tailed test) as a best guess for whether the true underlying effect is zero, we 

can choose whether to trust the PET estimate or the PEESE estimate (using a two-tailed test in 

either case) more. Thus, the PET-PEESE estimate is the same as that of PET when PET is 

statistically non-significant; otherwise it is the same as that of PEESE.  

 Next, we applied the p-curve method for meta-analytic estimation (Simonsohn, Nelson, 

Simmons, 2014). A p-curve is a distribution of the statistically significant p-values in a data set. 

Because the p-values are solely a function of their effect sizes and sample sizes, it can be used to 

estimate the effect size most likely to have produced it, even without access to unpublished 

results. Thus, given the p-values and sample sizes, the overall effect size can be inferred by 

minimizing the discrepancy between the expected p-curve given the sample sizes and effect sizes 

and the observed distribution of p-values. Critically, when a p-curve is used to estimate the 

“true” effect size in this manner, it is designed to produce a corrected estimate of the average 
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effect size of the studies submitted to it. Thus, it is not estimating the average of the distribution 

of true effects (µ) in the same way as all of the other methods we apply. Furthermore, the 

implementation of p-curve that we use here does not provide a confidence interval.  

 The seventh method we applied is the p-uniform technique (van Assen, van Aert, & 

Wicherts, 2015). This method is similar to p-curve save that p-uniform uses the Irwin-Hall 

estimation method and sets the estimate to zero if the average p-value of the dataset is greater 

than 0.025. We used the puniform package (van Aert, 2018) to implement p-uniform. 

 The final method we applied was the three-parameter selection model first proposed by 

Iyengar and Greenhouse (1988) and recently discussed by McShane, Böckenholt, and Hansen 

(2016). Like the random-effects model described above, this model includes a parameter for both 

the average and the variance of the distribution of true underlying effects. The third parameter 

represents the probability that a non-significant finding enters the meta-analytic dataset. We fit 

this model using the default functions in the weightr package (Coburn & Vevea, 2017).    

Results 

 In each of our five datasets we treated the instruction type that we hypothesized would 

evince more empathic concern as the experimental group. The instruction type that we 

hypothesized would evince less empathic concern was treated as the control group. (We 

hypothesized that imagine-other instructions might yield more empathic concern than imagine-

self instructions, as participants who imagine themselves suffering may focus more on their own 

distress than on the perspective-taking target; Batson et al., 1997.) We began our analyses by 

generating a random-effects estimate for each sample, examining the distributions of study-level 

sample sizes and statistical power, and then observing the effect of moderators (publication 

status and in-group status) on the estimates of the true underlying effect. Next, we generated 
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several meta-analytic estimates based on the trim-and-fill, WAAP-WLS, PET, PEESE, PET-

PEESE, p-curve, p-uniform, and the three-parameter selection models.  

Random-Effects Meta-Analysis 

 The results from the random-effects models appear in Table 2. Imagine-other instructions 

yielded statistically significantly more empathic concern than imagine-self instructions (g = 0.12, 

95% CI = [0.02, 0.21], p = 0.013). Although the effect size was small, this result is consistent 

with our speculation that imagine-other instructions manipulate empathic concern in a more 

straightforward manner than do imagine-self instructions. Similarly, comparing imagine-other 

instructions to remain-objective instructions yielded a slightly larger mean difference (g = 0.68, 

95% CI = [0.61, 0.76], p < .001) than did the comparison between imagine-self and remain-

objective instructions (g = 0.56, 95% CI = [0.37, 0.75], p < .001). However, the remain-objective 

instructions appear to be primarily responsible for these effects, as they reduced empathic 

concern relative to a no-instructions control by almost half of a standard deviation (g = 0.45, 

95% CI = [0.35, 0.55], p <.001). In contrast, the uptick in empathic concern among participants 

who received imagine-other instructions relative to participants who received no instructions was 

nonsignificant (g = .08, 95% CI = [-0.02, 0.17], p = .117). Note that all of these results are from a 

completely uncorrected estimator, and therefore are overestimates to the extent that bias is 

present in the datasets. 

 

 

Table 2. Parameter Estimates for Random-Effects Models 
Comparison k g Q (p) Τ I2 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Imagine-Self  

 

19 0.11 [0.02, 0.21] 20.21 (0.321) 0.00 [0.00, .34] 0.00 [0.00, 72.51] 

Imagine-other vs. 

No Instructions 
18 0.08 [-0.02, 0.17] 9.52 (0.574) 0.09 [0.00, .23] 18.02 [0.00, 61.35] 
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 The imagine-other vs. imagine-self, imagine-other vs. no-instructions, and no-instructions 

vs. remain-objective instructions comparisons did not have statistically significant heterogeneity. 

Although these findings could mean that the effects are not moderated by any study-level factor, 

it is more likely that the test for heterogeneity was underpowered in these samples because they 

contained a small number of effect size estimates. The fact that the I2 statistic, which quantifies 

the percentage of variation in effect sizes that is attributable to substantive differences between 

studies, had extremely large confidence intervals in these samples reflects this uncertainty in the 

true amount of between-study heterogeneity.  

The imagine-self vs. remain-objective comparison did have statistically significant 

heterogeneity.  The point estimate of between-study variance here were “substantial” (i.e., 50% < 

I2 < 80%; Higgins & Thompson, 2002), but the estimates here too were so uncertain that the 

confidence intervals ranged from no or mild heterogeneity (e.g., < 42.61%) to extreme 

heterogeneity (e.g., > 80%). Only the imagine-other vs. remain-objective comparison, which was 

based on a much larger number of studies than any of the other comparisons, had substantial, 

statistically significant heterogeneity accompanied by a reasonable confidence interval (68.42%, 

95% CI: [62.87%, 80.27%]). We view the uncertain but potentially large amount of 

 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

107 0.68 [0.61, 0.76] 335.17 (<0.001) 0.31 [0.27, 0.42] 68.41 [61.89, 80.27] 

Imagine-Self vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

17 0.56 [0.37, 0.75] 39.00 (0.001) 0.30 [0.16, 0.62] 64.28 [32.38, 88.19] 

No Instructions vs.  

Remain-Objective 

13 0.45 [0.35, 0.55] 17.53 (0.063) 0.00 [0.00, 1.04] 0.01 [0.00, 96.65] 

Note. The brackets contain upper and lower limits of 95% confidence intervals. k = number of 

experiments; g = estimate of the average underlying effect; Q(p) = Cochran’s Q statistic for statistical 

heterogeneity and the associated p-value, τ is the estimate of the between-study standard deviation, and I2 

is the percentage of variance due to sources other than sampling error. 
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heterogeneity in our samples as ample justification for examining the effects of moderators on 

the random-effects estimates. 

Mixed-Effects Meta-Analysis 

 We added publication status (0 = unpublished, 1 = in preparation or published), in-group 

status (0 = not salient out-group target, 1 = salient out-group target), and information medium 

(two dummy codes: 0 = written, 1 = audio; 0 = written, 1 = visual) as covariates to each of our 

random-effects models (see Table 3). Only two moderators had a statistically significant effect 

on the magnitude of effect size. First, out-group status for the imagine-other vs. no-instructions 

comparison changed the sign of the effect (b = -.36, 95% CI = [-0.68, -0.05], p = .024). This 

finding yields the intriguing implication that deliberate perspective taking could reduce empathic 

concern for out-group members. However, this effect was not replicated in the imagine-other vs. 

remain-objective comparison, which had more power. Second, hearing about the perspective-

taking target’s plight increased the effect of imagine-other instructions vs. remain-objective 

instructions relative to reading about the plight. This is consistent with the possibility that 

remain-objective instructions are especially effective at reducing an empathic response that is 

heightened by auditory information. The effect of hearing about the victim’s plight was not 

replicated in the no-instructions vs. remain-objective comparison, however, perhaps because of 

its lower statistical power. Overall, the inclusion of moderators did not reduce the residual 

heterogeneity to non-significance in the models that had significant heterogeneity.  

 

 

Table 3. Mixed-Effect Models 

  Comparisons                                                  Parameter Estimates                      Residual 

Heterogeneity  
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Moderators b 95% CI p Qe p 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Imagine-Self  

 

 

 

Intercept 

Publication 

Out-Group 

.19 

.05 

-.10 

[-.13, .50] 

[-.28, .38] 

[-.42, .22] 

.250 

.760 

.532 

15.49 .278 

 Visual -.03 [-.45, .39] .901   

 Audio -.27 [-.57, .03] .077   

   Imagine-other vs. 

No Instructions 

 

Intercept 

Publication 

Out-Group 

.19 

.01 

-.36 

[-.07, .45] 

[-.25, .27] 

[-.34, -.05] 

.161 

.938 

.024 

10.30 .504 

 Visual .04 [-.26, .35] .771   

 Audio -.16 [-.36, .03] .105   

Imagine-Other vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

Intercept 

Publication 

Out-Group 

.53 

.14 

-.03 

[.35, .72] 

[-.05, .34] 

[-.21, .15] 

<.001 

.150 

.781 

287.89 <.001 

 Visual -.13 [-.38, .11] .268   

 Audio .18 [.01, .35] .042   

Imagine-Self vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

Intercept 

Publication 

Out-Group 

.67 

-.12 

-.29 

[.25, 1.10] 

[-.57, .33] 

[-.72, .14] 

.002 

.598 

.191 

28.45 .004 

 Visual NA NA NA   

 Audio .47 [-.10, 1.03] .106   

No Instructions vs.  

Remain-Objective 

Intercept 

Publication 

.44 

.04 

[.20, .68] 

[-.24, .31] 

<.001 

.784 

17.03 .018 
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Notes: Intercept = The average effect in unpublished studies with in-group perspective taking 

targets whose plights were presented to participants in writing. Publication = the effect of studies 

being published or in preparation for submission. Out-group = The effect of having a salient out-

group perspective-taking target. Visual = The effect of having visual evidence (rather than 

exclusively written evidence) of the perspective-taking target’s plight. Audio = The effect of 

having aural evidence (rather than exclusively written evidence) of the perspective-taking 

target’s plight. NA = There were not enough studies coded as “visual” to estimate a coefficient 

for the Imagine-Self Vs. Remain-Objective instructions comparison. 

 

Sample size, study-level power, and excess significance 

 Several surveys of meta-analyses in fields such as neuroscience (Button, et al., 2013), 

economics (Stanley, Doucouliagos, & Ioannidis, 2017; Ioannidis, Stanley, & Doucouliagos, 

2017), and psychology (Stanley, Carter, & Doucouliagos, 2018) indicate that individual studies 

tend to have surprisingly low statistical power. This is an important issue because results from 

underpowered studies are less likely to reflect the true underlying effect that they purportedly 

measure. We assessed the study-level statistical power in each of our five datasets by calculating 

each study’s statistical power to detect the WLS estimate from the first step of the WAAP 

estimator (Stanley et al., 2018). Table 4 displays quantiles of the distributions of both study-level 

sample sizes and statistical power for each dataset.  

Table 4 also shows the number and proportion of studies in each dataset that were 

adequately powered (i.e., power ≥ 0.80) and the number and proportion of studies that were 

statistically significant. These two values can be compared in the sense that the average power of 

a meta-analytic dataset is an estimate of the number of statistically significant effects that should 

Out-Group -.10 [-.47, .27] .588 

 Visual -.38 [-1.07, .31] .284   

 Audio .07 [-.24, .38] .659   
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be expected. If the observed number of significant studies is higher than what would be expected 

given the average power, this may indicate the influence of bias. One way to test for statistical 

significance produced by biased reporting of underpowered studies is the Test for Excessive 

Significance (TES; Ioannidis and Trikalinos, 2007), which involves comparing the expected 

number of significant results (i.e., the average power) to the observed number of significant 

results using a binomial test. The p-values from this test can be interpreted as the probability that 

there is not an excess of significant effects—that is, smaller p-values are more consistent with 

bias. This p-value is shown in the final column of Table 4.  

 As can be seen in Table 4, the study level sample sizes in each dataset tend to have a 

similar interquartile ranges (IQR ≈  40 to 130). The datasets differ the most in their median 

sample sizes, with the imagine-other vs. no-instructions and no-instructions vs. remain-objective 

datasets having a median sample size of more than 100, and the imagine-other vs. imagine-self 

and imagine-self vs. remain-objective datasets having a median sample size of approximately 50. 

The datasets also differed in their statistical power: The imagine-other vs. imagine-self and 

imagine-other vs. no-instruction datasets have lower power (IQR ≈  0.06 to 0.11), the imagine-

self vs. remain-objective and no-instruction vs. remain-objective datasets cluster together with 

somewhat higher power (IQR ≈  0.34 to 0.80), and the imagine-other vs. remain-objective dataset 

stands alone with the highest statistical power (IQR = [0.52, 0.91]). Only the imagine-other vs. 

remain-objective dataset has a substantial number of adequately powered studies; however, as 

indicated by TES, the higher power in this dataset is still less than the relatively large number of 

significant effect sizes. This result is consistent with the presence of bias in the imagine-other vs. 

remain-objective dataset. 
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Meta-analytic estimators 

The point estimates and confidence intervals from each of the nine estimators for each of 

the five datasets are displayed in Figure 1 and Table 5. Notably, in four of the five datasets (all 

but imagine-other vs. remain-objective), the point estimates are fairly consistent. For example, 

the variance in point estimates for the imagine-other vs. imagine-self, imagine-other vs. no-

instructions, imagine-self vs. remain-objective, and no-instructions vs. remain-objective data is 

0.004, 0.001, 0.014, and 0.003, respectively. In contrast, at 0.062, the variance in point estimates 

for the imagine-other vs. remain-objective data is six to nearly sixty times larger. Furthermore, 

when examining results from the methods that produced confidence intervals (see Figure 1 and 

Table 5), there was substantial overlap in confidence intervals for each method in all but the 

imagine-other vs. remain-objective data. These patterns suggest, for these four datasets, a range 

of values for the true underlying effect that is consistent across different analytic approaches. 

Table 4. Study-level power and sample sizes     

Comparison 

 Total sample size 

quantiles 

(25%, 50%, 75%)  

Statistical power 

quantiles 

(25%, 50%, 75%)  

k (prop.) 

pow. > 

0.80  

k (prop.) 

p < 0.05  TES 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Imagine-Self  

 

 39, 52, 119  0.06, 0.07, 0.10  0 (0)  2 (0.11)  .485 

Imagine-other vs. 

No Instructions 
 

 62, 125, 152  0.06, 0.07, 0.08  0 (0)  1 (0.06)  .738 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

 51, 77, 127  0.52, 0.70, 0.91   43 (0.40)  90 (0.84)  <.001 

Imagine-Self vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

 40, 54, 111  0.36, 0.47, 0.78   3 (0.18)  9 (0.53)  .617 

No Instructions vs.  

Remain-Objective 

 61, 112, 136  0.41, 0.66, 0.74  1 (0.08)  7 (0.54)  .703 

Note. k = number of studies in a dataset; prop. = proportion; pow. = statistical power; TES = test for excess 

significance.  
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Table 5. The point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for each estimator for each dataset. 

  

Imagine-Other 

vs. 

Imagine-Self  

Imagine-other 

vs. 

No Instructions  

Imagine-Other 

vs. 

Remain-

Objective  

Imagine-Self 

vs. 

Remain-

Objective  

No Instructions 

vs. 

Remain-

Objective 

RE  .12 [.02, .21]  .08 [-.02, .17]  .68 [.61, .76]  .56 [.37, .75]  .45 [.35, .55] 

TF  .08 [.00, .17]  .07 [-.03, .17]  .49 [.40, .58]  .45 [.23, .68]  .45 [.35, .55] 

WW  .12 [.01, .22]  .08 [-.02, .18]  .47 [.39, .56]  .44 [-.14, 1.03]  .45 [.30, .60] 

PT  -.03 [-.28, .22]  .03 [-.26, .33]  .05 [-.12, .23]  .34 [-.10, .77]  .36 [-.04, .76] 

PE  .05 [-0.09, .19]  .04 [-.10, .19]  .38 [.29, .48]  .42 [.17, .67]  .38 [.20, .55] 

PP  -.03 [-.28, .22]  .03 [-.26, .33]  .05 [-.12, .23]  .34 [-.10, .77]  .38 [.20, .55] 

PC  .00 [NA, NA]  .07 [NA, NA]  .67 [NA, NA]  .65 [NA, NA]  .53 [NA, NA] 

PU  .00 [NA, NA]  .07 [-1.65, .71]  .67 [.59, .75]  .64 [.48, .85]  .53 [.32, .70] 

TP  .10 [.00, .20]  .10 [-.04, .24]  .52 [.39, .66]  .58 [.30, .85]  .47 [.37, .56] 

Note. RE = random-effects model; TF = trim-and-fill; WW = WAAP-WLS; PT = PET; PE = PEESE; PP = 

PET-PEESE; PC = p-curve; PU = p-uniform; TP = three parameter selection model. 

 

Three general patterns of point estimates emerged across the five datasets. First, the 

effect size estimates for both the imagine-other vs. imagine-self and imagine-other vs. no-

instructions datasets tend to cluster around zero. For example, the maximum distance of an 

estimate from zero for both datasets is 0.12. Second, for both the imagine-self vs. remain-

objective and no-instructions vs. remain-objective datasets, estimates tend to cluster around a 

medium to large effect size—the range of estimates goes from 0.34 to 0.65. The third and final 

type is characterized by a lack of agreement in the estimates and is observed only in the imagine-

other vs. remain-objective data. As mentioned, the variance in these point estimates is the highest 

among all of the datasets—the range goes from 0.05 to 0.68—and there is the least amount of 

overlap in the 95% confidence intervals.  

The PET estimates are outliers in that they yielded the lowest values and were 

statistically non-significant for all five datasets. Nearly the same pattern holds for the estimates 

from the conditional estimator PET-PEESE, save for the no-instruction vs. remain-objective 

dataset. At the opposite extreme, the random-effects estimates are statistically significant in all 
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but the imagine-other vs. no-instruction dataset. Thus, depending on whether one gives more 

credence to PET or to the random-effects estimator, one can conclude for each dataset save the 

imagine-other vs. no-instructions dataset that the effect is indistinguishable from zero or that it is 

statistically significant. 

Interestingly, in  imagine-self vs. remain-objective and no-instructions vs. remain-

objective datasets, p-curve, p-uniform, or the three-parameter selection model produced a higher 

estimate than the uncorrected random-effects model, implying that somehow bias led to the 

underestimation of the true underlying effect. These three estimators are similar in that they all 

assume an explicit selection function relating the probability of a study based on whether the p-

value exceeds the typical cut-off of p < 0.05 for the primary effect of interest for publication. If 

selection acts on the effect sizes being meta-analyzed with these methods differently, these 

methods may produce inaccurate results. Given that the effect sizes in our datasets were 

primarily based on dependent variables that served as manipulation checks rather than primary 

outcomes, it may be that these methods are inappropriate.  
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Figure 1. Funnel Plots and Forest Plots from all Meta-analytic Estimators. Key: RE = Random-

effects; TF= Trim-and-Fill; WW = Weighted Least Squares-Weighted Average of Adequately 

Powered Studies; PT = Precision Effect Test (PET); PE- Precision Estimation Estimate with 

Standard Error (PEESE); PP = PET-PEESE; PC =  p-curve; PU- p-uniform; TP- three-parameter 

selection model. Error bars = 95% confidence intervals. 
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Discussion 

The present study reported a series of meta-analytic tests to examine whether participants 

who receive instructions to imagine the feelings of a distressed victim experience more empathic 

concern than do participants who receive no instructions or who receive instructions to remain 

objective when learning about the victim’s circumstances. We examined five meta-analytic 

datasets, each of which compared a unique pair of instructions. We applied nine meta-analytic 

estimators to each of these five datasets, which differ primarily in terms of how each protects 

from the influence of bias. Although many simulation studies have been conducted to compare 

these estimators, the general conclusion is that no estimator is reliably better than all others in all 

cases (Carter et al., 2018). As a result, we try to avoid conclusions that rely solely on a single 

estimator. We summarize our tentative conclusions based on the preponderance of the evidence 

in Table 6. 

Our first conclusion is that the imagine-other vs. imagine-self and the imagine-other vs. 

no-instruction datasets reveal point estimates that are indistinguishable from zero. For both 

datasets nearly all estimators converged on this conclusion. The exceptions in each case returned 

values that were very close to zero.  

Second, the imagine-self vs. remain-objective and no-instructions vs. remain-objective 

datasets both yielded positive that are distinguishable from zero. Most of the estimators returned 

medium-sized effects, albeit estimated with a fair amount of uncertainty in the imagine-self vs. 

remain-objective comparison—note the wide confidence interval widths for WAAP, PET, 

PEESE, PET-PEESE, and the three-parameter selection model. In both datasets, estimates that 

fail to reach statistical significance are still non-zero, which is a different pattern than in the other 

three datasets where non-significant estimates are also nearly zero. Furthermore, the number of 
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statistically significant findings is not dramatically different from what would be expected given 

the average statistical power in these two datasets (see the TES results in Table 4). Overall, this 

pattern makes us willing to believe the results converged on by the trim-and-fill estimator, 

PEESE, p-curve, p-uniform, and the three-parameter selection model—that is, a medium-sized 

true underlying effect (following Cohen’s qualitative description scheme; Cohen, 1988). 

However, as mentioned above, p-curve, p-uniform, and the three-parameter selection model may 

be mis-specified for these data, so this conclusion should not be held too confidently.  

Third, we found several indications that the imagine-other vs. remain-objective dataset is 

biased upwards: (1) Both PET and PET-PEESE show a near-zero estimate that is statistically 

non-significant, (2) the numerous studies with large effects created funnel plot asymmetry, (3) 

and there were more statistically significant studies than would be expected given the dataset’s 

average power. What remains to be determined is whether overestimation due to bias is so strong 

that these data reflect a true underlying effect of zero. This conclusion relies on believing that 

PET-PEESE is more appropriate for these data than any other estimator that corrects for bias.  

One can also try to draw inferences for the imagine-other vs. remain-objective dataset by 

comparing it to the other four datasets. Recall that imagine-other instructions did not seem to 

increase empathic concern above and beyond imagine-self or no instructions (i.e., g ≈  0). Recall 

also that, in comparison to remain-objective instructions, both imagine-self instructions and the 

no-instructions condition increased empathic concern (i.e., a medium-sized true underlying 

effect). Because imagine-self and no-instructions conditions show a level of empathic concern 

that is indistinguishable from the level induced by imagine-other instructions, and because 

remain-objective instructions seem to evince less empathic concern than imagine-self 

instructions and no-instructions conditions, it follows that remain-objective instructions should 
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create less empathic concern than imagine-other instructions (i.e., g > 0). This logic is more 

convincing to us than the argument that PET and PET-PEESE are the only estimators performing 

adequately for the imagine-other vs. remain-objective comparison, especially since PET is 

particularly aggressive in correcting for publication bias (Stanley et al., 2017). Therefore, we 

think it is likely that the true underlying effect in the imagine-other vs. remain-objective dataset 

is similar to true underlying effect in the two other datasets that make use of a remain-objective 

condition (i.e., a medium-sized true underlying effect). We also provisionally conclude that 

estimators like the random-effects model overestimate the effect of imagine-other vs. remain-

objective instructions due to bias, and that p-curve, p-uniform, and the three-parameter selection 

model overestimate it due to misspecification.  

Between-study heterogeneity was clearly present only in datasets that involved remain-

objective instructions (see Table 2). However, we are unable to draw firm conclusions about how 

much heterogeneity may exist. First, in the no-instructions vs. remain-objective dataset, any 

heterogeneity is clearly due to a single data point that is both the smallest study and the largest 

effect size in all of the data we examine here. It would seem prudent to ignore this outlier-driven 

result (which was only marginally significant anyhow). Second, although the non-zero 

heterogeneity in the imagine-self vs. remain-objective dataset is not due to a single data point, it 

is neither explained by the moderators we tested nor clearly estimated in terms of magnitude 

(Table 3). These uncertain findings likely reflect the fact that the dataset for the imagine-self vs. 

remain-objective comparison is small. Finally, the imagine-other vs. remain-objective dataset has 

a much more precise estimate of between-study heterogeneity than in either of the other datasets, 

and the results from our mixed-effects model suggest that the medium by which participants 

learn about the perspective-taking target is a relevant factor. However, the heterogeneity estimate 
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itself may be influenced by the bias that we believe exists in this sample. Given how common 

heterogeneity is in psychology research (Stanley et al., in press; van Erp, Verhagen, Grasman, & 

Wagenmakers, 2017), it seems likely that some degree in truth does exist in the estimates of 

heterogeneity we obtained here. Nevertheless, future work is needed to determine which factors 

moderate the influence of remain-objective instructions on empathic concern.  

Table 6. Tentative, qualitative conclusions about each meta-analytic dataset 

Note. Mean effect size? = Our conclusion about the approximate average effect sizes based on 

convergence among the various estimators and coherence with the results from other datasets. 

Heterogeneity? = Our conclusion about the degree and sources of between-study variance based 

on the point estimate, confidence intervals, and mixed-effect models. Cause for concern? = 

Primary evidential shortcomings of each dataset.  

 

Implications 

Overall, our results indicate that people on average have a default tendency to take 

empathize with needy victims. Inhibiting perspective taking by deliberately remaining objective 

attenuates this effect, while deliberating trying to engage in perspective taking may have an 

effect so weak that it is potentially not meaningfully different from zero. These results imply that 

encouraging people to engage in perspective taking might not make them much more concerned 

Comparison  Mean effect size?   Heterogeneity? Cause for concern? 

Imagine-Other vs.  

Imagine-Self  

 

 g ≈ 0  Uncertain.  None  

Imagine-other vs. 

No Instructions 
 

 g ≈ 0  Uncertain.  None   

Imagine-Other vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

 Medium  Substantial.  Disagreement in 

estimators. Too many 

significant studies. 

 

Imagine-Self vs.  

Remain-Objective 
 

 Medium  Substantial, with some 

uncertainty. Unexplained.  

None 

No Instructions vs.  

Remain-Objective 

 Medium  Uncertain. None 
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about others than they are when given no instructions at all. Instead, we conjecture, empathic 

concern may be the default inclination of people in general who have paid attention to the plight 

of a needy person.  

The unimpressive effect of imagine-other and imagine-self instructions on empathic 

concern implies that increasing helping at the societal level would not be as simple as 

encouraging people to take the perspective of others when they encounter needy others. A 

potentially more promising method by which nonprofits, community leaders, and policymakers 

could increase empathic concern is by magnifying its cognitive antecedents, such as the 

perceived impact of and anticipated positive affect from helping (Butts, Lunt, Freling, & Gabriel, 

2019). An alternative approach to increasing helping could involve circumventing empathic 

concern altogether, such as by encouraging people to reason about their moral obligations to 

needy others regardless of how much empathic concern their plights arouse (Bloom, 2017; 

Comunian & Gielen, 1995; Hoffman, 2000). 

Threats to Generalizability 

We refrain from concluding that deliberately taking the perspective of others more than 

one normally would never increase empathic concern. Indeed, we view the present study as 

informative not only because it reveals the average effects of perspective-taking instructions in 

the typical paradigms which they are used, but also in revealing substantial gaps in our 

knowledge about when deliberate attempts to upregulate or downregulate empathic concern 

would be effective. There are at least six dimensions along which it is reasonable to theorize that 

the efficacy of imagine instructions and remain-objective instructions may differ from the pattern 

that we reported here. We hope that researchers will systematically vary these dimensions in 

future experiments to clarify the generalizability of the present results. 
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 First, just because imagine-other and imagine-self instructions lack efficacy does not 

mean that other interventions would not successfully enable people to effortfully increase how 

much empathic concern they experience. Perspective-taking instructions may lack efficacy 

simply because participants have little incentive in experiments to try hard to comply with them. 

Also, it is possible that many participants do not know how to take the perspective of others in a 

more vivid way than they already do. More intensive perspective-taking interventions that teach 

people how to empathize with others may overcome these limitations. For instance, researchers 

have observed that participants who spent (a) a day learning compassion meditation from an 

experienced instructor (Leiberg et al., 2011) or (b) two weeks following audio-recorded 

instructions to empathize with a variety of targets (Weng et al., 2013) later helped needy others 

more than participants assigned to control groups.  

 Second, a constraint of using perspective-taking instructions is that participants are 

required to pay attention to the victim. In everyday life, however, people may avoid exposing 

themselves to victims that would arouse empathic concern (Zaki, 2014), perhaps because they 

worry that high level of arousal would be overwhelming (Cameron & Payne, 2011; Cameron, 

Harris, & Payne, 2016), lead them to be more generous than they want to be (Shaw, Batson, & 

Todd, 1994), or divert too many cognitive resources (Cameron, Hutcherson, Ferguson, Scheffer, 

Hadjiandreou, & Inzlicht, in press). They may also fail to notice the plights of needy people and 

thus not even begin to imagine how they might feel (Latané & Darley, 1969). 

Third, only a few relevant studies had participants learn about more than one victim. A 

recent study indicates that imagine-other and imagine-self instructions may ameliorate the well-

known decline in empathic concern that occurs with an increasing number of victims (Ministero, 
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Poulin, Buffone, & DeLury, 2018). Perhaps deliberate perspective-taking efforts lack efficacy 

only in situations that are not felicitous for experiencing empathic concern.  

Fourth, perspective-taking targets were uniformly depicted as deserving of help. Even 

experiments that featured members of stigmatized groups presented them as either victims or 

remorseful perpetrators (Batson et al., 1997). Imagine-other and imagine-self instructions may 

have larger effects when directed at needy persons that do not normally elicit empathic concern. 

Fifth, the experiments were mostly conducted in North America and Western Europe, and 

for the most part using college students. Perhaps remain-objective instructions have a smaller 

effect and imagine-self and imagine-other instructions have larger effects in clinical populations 

that are not disposed to experience empathic concern (Decety, Chen, Harenski, & Kiehl, 2013). 

For instance, psychopathic individuals are likely to automatically consider the perspectives of 

other (Drayton, Santos, & Baskin-Sommers, 2018). Effortful perspective taking would likely 

also have a larger effect in societies where people’s sphere of concern typically do not extend 

beyond those near and dear to them (Schwartz, 2007). More generally, inquiry into the 

universality of the observed effects awaits experimentation in cultures with less western 

influence (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010).  

Finally, readers should not generalize the conclusion that people cannot greatly increase 

empathic concern by deliberately taking the perspective of others to the entire population from 

which we sampled. We did not include personality traits as moderators in the mixed-effects 

models because most studies did not include individual differences measures. However, some 

experiments have found that imagine-other instructions increase empathic concern among 

subjects who are low in agreeableness or dispositional empathy (Habashi, Graziano, & Hoover, 

2016; McAuliffe et al., 2018). Overall, until future research shows otherwise it is prudent to 
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generalize our conclusions only to situations in which relatively agreeable and empathic U.S. 

citizens are compelled to consider the plight of a single needy person who is presented in a 

sympathetic light. 

Conclusion 

 How do people react, and how could they react, when they observe another person in 

distress? We conducted a series of meta-analytic tests on the effect of perspective-taking 

instructions on empathic concern to answer these questions. We found that participants generally 

empathize with others unless they actively refrain from considering their perspective. 

Participants who deliberately took the perspective of others did not experience much more 

empathic concern than persons who behaved naturally. These observations were for the most part 

robust to corrections for publication bias. However, our efforts to explain between-study 

variance in these effects were not particularly successful, and alarmingly few of the studies were 

adequately powered. Future researchers should focus especially on conducting large-scale 

experiments testing whether deliberate perspective taking increases empathic concern when 

relatively callous persons observe relatively unsympathetic victims. The first fifty years of 

research that employed perspective-taking instructions used them as a means to observing the 

effects of empathic concern on prosocial behavior and intergroup relations. We envision a new 

wave of research that employs perspective-taking instructions to study when and to what extent 

people experience empathic concern for the needy and distressed in the first place.  
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